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General instructions
The paper should be 1,000 words or less. No references are expected. You are welcome to use some 
examples from the real world if you like, but data is not required. Argue the position based on logic  
and your understanding of the topic at hand from what we have read in class. 
The idea is to take a position and argue for it in a clear, concise fashion. Imagine you a junior member 
of your country’s development ministry or economics ministry, and you are writing a policy paper 
for your minister in advance of the annual meetings of the World Bank/IMF arguing your country’s 
position on the issue at hand. Ministers are very busy and don’t have time to read long papers, so get 
to the point quickly! Be sure, however, to imagine that in this particular case (maybe unrealistically!), 
your country is not arguing for its own national interests but the best interests of the world at large. 

Basis for grading
How well you demonstrate your understanding of the main issues involved, including the trade-offs 
implicit in the position you take (i.e., what are the downsides to your position)
How many of the main issues you are able to coherently address in the amount of space allowed.  
Shorter, more concise discussions of several issues are better than lengthy, wandering discussions of  
just one or two issues. 
How clearly organized and logical your paper is. Start with a clear statement of your position, then  
follow  with  an  orderly  discussion  of  the  main  issues,  and  finish  with  a  concluding  paragraph 
wrapping everything up. 
How convincingly you make your argument (whether I agree with you or not is totally irrelevant).
Fluency in written English is not a basis for grading, although how clearly you present your ideas 
will be - the two are not related..

My choice to argue and give my position, was to write about this issue: 

The World Bank is basically useful, but needs to be reformed at the margins
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• Arguing items in this terms about the World Bank, is for me a huge work without 
congruence. Therefore, I would like to ask for excuse in a large sense, to those people 
who were decades involved with the World Bank, about my simple purpose and my 
way to think.

• If I start criticizing the pure incremental costs of your Project reforms since the start of 
the World Bank, I will ask for a new ideological activity, starting at the bottom of your 
organisation.

• Just in mention, considering the society like we have as a entrepreneur worker, a society 
with capitalist economy, that involve as well country treasury and taxes, world stock 
markets, industrialism and relations, where very high percentages from borrow money 
exist and the relationship between production, trade and suplys are part of an 
uncontrollable system... What happens is nothing else, than a cyclical crash. And this 
because of the inflationary spiral crash, that happens because of many borrow loans, 
loans with very high percentages, like policies that you implement and excecute in a 
uncontrolled measurement. No market can survive in this way.

• For me, nothing works without a healthy monetary basic system. Our Society, as a 
common interested group and „nature humans“ good in handling, has needs. Humans 
as part of a group stabilise heritages, are problem-solvers, people searching for 
resolutions, development, increment, givings and takings. Is like our solar system, 
where each star move at the same time, always holded from an axial movement and 
where each moved star don't destroy another.

• In addiction, no substantial work with numbers of people and sums of money, in action 
strong and solid policy(ies), can disturb a graceful enlargement of a fixed conected 
network. A network that care and guarantee for a stable money market.

•  It is not dificult to explain. Imagine a group where money means beans. Could be also 
green? No, perhaps with a successful reform planing, for the future. It is the most simple 
thing to understand why. This beans business works with an unique excellent monetary 
value called Beans. The trade-offs are simple to handle, they are fair-trade. To enlarge 
beans business you use beans and it cost, just beans. To fix one bean, you let it away 
from dumping „pans“, and if you want to see your beans getting enlarge, you look for 
resolutions with your group, that care a resolution. After a formal statement, in this case, 
your group of good handlers, look to handle beans as common needs. Beans value 
market becomes a strong beans business where what they have as commmon, are beans. 
Beans will help like this, many to survive. You don't need to ask for high percentages, 
because your market is stable and the system works. Like this, instead to call this system, 
solar system you have the „Beans Business System“. Those who invest for beans and 
want to plan different beans color reform  projects, like an axial holding stars, represent 
than in growing proportions the new International Monetary Foundation. An Universal 
business organisation with different axials common goods. Where the money comes and 
keep the economy stable and strong to improve, enlarge and help the purest in a 
developing world.

• The decision by environmental groups is to examine World Bank statements, asking for 
fair loans, loans with common usage values. Beans are beans, not red, blue or green.
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• I can imagine a considerable stable renew for the future, if we use this system, the Beans 
Business System. Let renew our network, working together!
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